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In this paper, P (#P)  and PF(#P)  are characterized in terms of a largely different com- 
putation structure, where P( # P) (resp., PF( # P)) is the class of sets (resp., functions) that are 
polynomial-time Turing reducible to # P functions. Let MidP be the class of functions that 
give the medians in the outputs of metric Turing machines, where a metric Turing machine 
is a polynomial-time bounded nondeterministic Turing machine such that each branch writes 
a binary number on an output tape. Then it is shown that every function in PF (#P)  is 
polynomial-time one-Turing reducible to a function in MidP and MidP ~_ PF( #P);  that is, 
PF( # P )= PF(MidP[ 1 ]). Furthermore, it is shown that for all sets L, L is in P( # P) if and 
only if there is a function FeMidP,  such that for every string x, xeL,  iffF(x) is odd. Thus 
the problem of computing medians in the outputs of metric Turing machines captures the 
computational complexity of P (#P)  and PF(#P) .  As applications of the results, several 
natural polynomial-time many-one complete problems for P (#P)  are shown, for example, 
given an undirected graph with integer edge weights, checking that the parity of the middle 
cost among all the simple circuits is complete for P( # P). © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
l. INTRODUCTION 
Several characterization results or several natural complete problems are 
currently known for many counting classes. In [Sim77], Simon observed that Gill's 
class PP, the class of sets accepted by polynomial-time bounded probabilistic 
Turing machines [Gi177] may be viewed as a class of counting problems; in other 
words, he first characterized PP as a class of counting problems. At the same time 
as Simon's work, Valiant [Va179a, Va179b] defined the class #P  of counting 
problems more exactly. Since then, it is well understood that PP and # P are com- 
putationally equivalent o each other (the only difference between the classes is that 
they deal with are either sets or functions). After their works, several kinds of 
characterizations for counting classes are shown. In [Wag86a], Wagner charac- 
terized PP by means of the counting quantifier and introduced another type of 
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quantification mechanism as a natural modification of the counting quantifier, 
which is presently known as the exact counting quantifier. By using these quan- 
tifiers, he also introduced a hierarchy of counting classes called the counting 
hierarchy which is a counting analogue to the polynomial-time hierarchy [Sto77, 
Wra77], and he showed some complete problems for some of the classes in that 
hierarchy. He also gave in [Wag86b] recursion-theoretic characterizations for the 
classes in the counting hierarchy. Following his work, Toran [-Tor88a, Tor88b] 
gave the characterizations of the counting hierarchy in terms of polynomial-time 
bounded oracle Turing machines. Babai and Fortnow [BF90] gave a characteriza- 
tion of # P in terms of a restricted type of arithmetic straightline programs and 
used the characterization to show all problems in # P have interactive proofs. For 
a comprehensive survey the reader may refer to [AW90]. 
However, no simple characterization r no simple complete problem for P( # P), 
the class of sets polynomial-time Turing reducible to # P, are known up to date 
except a P(# P)-complete problem in [BBS86] which can be viewed as a universal 
set for P (#P)  and directly expresses the structure of P(#P)-computations. The 
purpose of this paper is to know what P( # P)-computations are, or to find a simple 
computation structure that expresses the P(#P)-computations. 
There are some works (at least technically) related to the present work. The 
works by Krentel [-Kre88] and Miyano [Miy88] have given a hint and a motiva- 
tion to the present work although they are concerned with AP2, the deterministic 
class in the second level of the polynomial-time hierarchy, and not concerned with 
P(#P). Roughly speaking, they showed that for some well-known NP problems, 
the problem of finding the maximum (or, the minimum) solution of each instance 
can be A~-complete. Here the maximum and the minimum are suitably defined by 
considering a reasonable inear order on all solutions. For instance, Krentel showed 
that, for some well-known NP optimization problems, the problem of finding the 
optimal solution as well as the problem of computing the optimal cost are as hard 
as A p and Miyano considered the lexicographical order on solutions in a natural 2, 
sense and considered the problem of finding the lexicographically argest (or 
smallest) solutions of some NP problems. One more research that gives a motiva- 
tion to the present work is due to Papadimitriou [Pap84]. As far as the author 
knows, he is the first who demonstrates that A ~ can be characterized with a largely 
different computation structure and such a characterization is useful as a new 
classification methodology for computational problems not precisely dealt with so 
far. His research motivates the author, as a general question, to find a good charac- 
terization for the complexity classes of the form P(. ), and for P( # P) as a particular 
case. 
We follow Krentel and Miyano in the technical arguments and follow 
Papadimitriou in the spirit. Instead of considering the problem of finding the maxi- 
mum or the minimum, we consider in the present work the problem of finding the 
middle solution for NP problems, where the middle solution is defined by using a 
suitable linear order similar to the above ones, depending on each computational 
problem concerned. To show our results precisely, we will use Krentel's metric 
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Turing machines [Kre88]. A metric Turing machine (a metric TM for short) is a 
polynomial-time bounded NTM such that every branch writes a binary number on 
an output ape. Then we define MidP to be the class of functions F for which there 
is a metric TM M such that for every string x, F(x) is the median in the numbers 
written by M on input x. The main result of this paper is stated as follows: 
THEOREM. Every function in PF(#P)  is polynomial-time one-Turing reducible to 
a function in MidP and MidP _ PF( # P); that is, PF( # P) = PF(MidP [- 1 ] ). 
Using this theorem, we will obtain a simple characterization f P(#P). 
THEOREM. P( # P) is the class of sets L for which there exists a function F ~ MidP 
such that for all strings x, x ~ L, if and only if F(x) is odd. 
As applications of these results, we show some natural complete problems for 
P( # P) as well as for PF( # P). For instance, we will show that, given an undirected 
graph with edges weighted by integers (in binary form), the problem of computing 
the middle cost among all simple circuits is PF(#P)-complete, and hence we see 
that finding the middle solution for this problem is also PF(#P)-complete. From 
this result, we will show that the decision problem corresponding to the above one 
is polynomial-time many-one complete for P( # P). 
From all of the above results, we may consider that the computational com- 
plexity of computing the middle solution captures that of the P( # P)-computations. 
This forms a contrast o an intuitive interpretation f the results of Krentel's and 
Miyano's: computing the maximum solution (or the minimum solution) is as hard 
as A2 ~. Since P(#P)  includes the whole of the polynomial-time hierarchy [Tod89], 
P (#P)  is computationally much harder than A~ unless the polynomial-time 
hierarchy collapses to A ~'. So, we may say that finding the middle solution is com- 
putationally much harder than finding the maximum solution (or the minimum 
solution). 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
In this section, we define some notions and notations which are required in this 
paper. We assume that the reader is familiar with basic notions in the theory of 
computational complexity. Hence we will mention those notions intuitively and will 
mention some nonstandard ones more precisely. For the basic notions, we refer to 
a standard textbook of complexity theory such as [BDG88] and [GJ79]. 
Our sets of strings in this paper are over 27 -- {0, 1, # } unless otherwise specified. 
The symbol # is used as a delimiter among strings of {0, 1}*. A pairing function 
(resp., a k-tuple function) over {0, 1}* is represented by separating two strings 
(resp., k strings) by this symbol. For a string w~Z*, 1we denotes the length of w. 
For a finite set X, [[X[[ denotes the number of elements in X. We assume that all 
natural numbers are expressed in binary notation. Hence, for a natural number 
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m, [m[ denotes the length of the binary string that expresses m. All functions con- 
sidered here are ones from {0, 1, # }* to {0, 1, # }*; in this case, the symbol # is 
used as a delimiter among binary strings unless otherwise specified. 
Our models of computations are variations of standard Turing machines (TM for 
short). A Turing machine is either an acceptor or a transducer. An acceptor is 
deterministic, nondeterministic, or probabilistic; on the other hand, a transducer is
always deterministic. For a string x, we say that a transducer N on x computes y
if N on input x enters an accepting state with y on its output tape. Note that the 
outcome of N on an input x is undefined if N does not enter an accepting state. 
A deterministic (nondeterministic and probabilistic) TM is simply called a DTM 
(resp., an NTM and a PTM). 
We also consider oracle computation. An oracle Turing machine (OTM for short) 
may ask queries to a given oracle set during its computation i a usual way. A func- 
tion computed by an oracle transducer N relative to an oracle set A is denoted by N A. 
A deterministic (nondeterministic) OTM is simply called a DOTM (resp., an 
NOTM). We consider another type of special tape, an answer tape, as well as a query 
tape. During its computation relative to an oracle function f, when a machine nters 
a query state with a string z on its query tape, it receives f ( z )  (or, k if f ( z )  is 
undefined) on its answer tape. Here we assume that the machine consumes [f(z)[ steps 
for this process; in other words, it takes If(z)[ steps to receivef(z) from the oracle. 
A set L is in PP [Gi177, Sim77] if there is a polynomial-time bounded NTM M 
such that for every x, x E L iff more than half the computation paths of M on input 
x are accepting. By a PP-machine, we mean a polynomial-time bounded NTM that 
witnesses a set being in PP; # P denotes the class of functions that give the number 
of accepting computation paths of polynomial-time bounded NTMs. 
Let C (F) be a class of sets (resp., functions). P(C) (resp., P(F)) denotes the class 
of sets accepted by polynomial-time bounded DOTMs using oracle sets from C 
(resp., by polynomial-time bounded deterministic function-oracle machines using 
oracle functions from F). PF(C) denotes the class of functions computed by polyno- 
mial-time bounded transducer using oracle sets from C; PF(F) is defined similarly. 
Thus P( # P) denotes the class of sets accepted by polynomial-time bounded eter- 
ministic function-oracle machines using oracle functions from #P,  P(PP) denotes 
the class of sets accepted by polynomial-time bounded DOTMs using oracle sets 
from PP, and PF( # P) (resp., PF(PP)) denotes the class of functions computed by 
polynomial-time bounded function-oracle transducers using oracle functions from 
# P (resp., oracle transducers using oracle sets from PP). It is well known that # P 
is polynomial-time Turing equivalent to PP (i.e., in our notation, P( # P) - -P(PP)  
and PF( # P) = PF(PP)) [Sire77]. We will use this fact for proving our main result. 
The notion of a metric Turing machine was introduced by Krentel [Kre88] for 
formalizing the optimization functions. We will use the notion for characterizing 
P (#P)  and PF(#P) .  
DEFINITION. A metric Turing machine [-Kre88] (metric TM for short) is a poly- 
nomial-time bounded NTM such that every branch halts with a binary number on 
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an output ape. Let lq be a metric TM. We denote by Outs(x) the set of outputs 
of lq on an input x. We define KthValue(x, k) to be the kth smallest number in 
Out~(x). We also define mids(x) to be the median in Outs(x). More precisely, 
for each input x to ~q, mids(x) is the number m in Outs(x) such that 
O~H{k~Outs (x ) :k~m}[[ - [ l{k~Outs (x ) :m<k}[ [~ l .  We define KthP= 
{KthValues :i¢,1 is a metric TM} and MidP = {mids :i¢,1 is a metric TM}. 
DEFINITION. A set A is polynomial-time many-one reducible (~<Pm-reducible for 
short) to a set B if there exists a polynomial-time computable function f such that 
for all x, xsA,  ifff(x)GB. A is <.P-hard for a class C of sets if all sets in C are 
~<Pm-reducible to A; in addition, if A G C, then it is said to be <.P-complete for C. 
[ f~PF  A function f is polynomial-time one-Turing reducible to a function g w '~ l -T  g) if 
there exist polynomial-time computable functions T: and T2 such that for every 
x,f (x)= Tl(x, g(T2(x))). We denote by PF(g[1]) the class of functions that are 
~<eFT-reducible to g, and we define PF(G[1]) = Ug~O PF(g[1]) for a class G of 
functions. A function f is said to be ~< ~F_ T-hard for a class F of functions if all func- 
tions are ~<~F_T-reducible to f ;  in addition, if f is in F, then the function is said to 
be ~< ~F T-complete for F. 
It is easy to see that the ~<PVx-reducibility_ is transitive; that is, J"~-I-T'e<PF g and 
g.<Pv h imply f~<~V a-h. In Section 4, we implicitly use this fact for showing the "~ 1--T 
~< PV_ T.hardness of a particular function for PF( # P). 
Notations. In the later sections, we denote by M or Mi an NTM that is an 
acceptor, by N or Ni, a deterministic transducer, and by Iq or lqi a metric TM. We 
denote by f, g, or h a polynomial-time computable function and denote by F, G, or 
H a function that has higher complexity. 
3. THE COMPLEXITY OF FINDING KTH VALUES AND MEDIANS 
In this section, we first show the elementary characterizations of PF(#P)  in 
terms of functions finding the median or the kth number in outputs of metric TMs. 
Using the results, we will show simple characterizations of P(#P). We use the 
following result of [TW91]. 
THEOREM 3.1 [TW91]. #P(PH)_PF(#P[1] ) .  
THEOREM 3.2. PF( # P) = PF(KthP[1 ]) = PF(MidP[1 ]). 
Proof. It immediately follows from Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4 later that 
PF(#P)  __ PF(KthP[1])_~ PF(MidP[1]). Thus we will only show that MidP__ 
PF(#P),  which implies PF(MidP[1] )_PF(#P) .  Let N be a metric TM. We 
define a function F as follows: for every string x and natural number k, 
F(x, k)= I[{j~ Outs(x) : j~k}l l .  
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It is easy to see that F~ #P(NP)  (actually, we can see that F~ span-P [KST89]). 
Let t(.) be a polynomial bounding the length of outputs of lq. We note that for 
every x, F(x, 2 t(jxr)+l) = [[Outs(x)[[; and hence, the FF(x, 2t@t)+l)/2-]th binary 
number in Outs(x) is mids(x). Then, by using a standard binary search technique, 
we can construct a polynomial-time bounded function-oracle transducer N, 
described as follows, that computes mids relative to the oracle function F. 
1. Input x. 
2. Compute m = [-(x, 2t(Ixl)+l)/2-]. 
3. Set low to zero and high to 2 t(ixl)+I. 
4. Repeat the following until low = high. 
(a) k = L(low + high)/2_]. 
(b) If F(x, k) < m, then set low to k + 1; otherwise, set high to k. 
Output low. , 
Thus, from Theorem 3.1, mids s PF( # P(NP)) _~ PF(PF(#P[1] ) )  ___ PF(#P) .  
L~MMa 3.3. Let F be a function in PF(# P). Then there exists a metric TM lq 1 
such that ~"~I--TP~PF KthValuesl. 
Proof Since # P is polynomial-time Turing equivalent to PP, it suffices to show 
that for every function Fs  PF(PP) and some metric TM iq~, F is ~v_T-reducible 
to KthValues,. 
Let N be a polynomial-time bounded oracle transducer, let A be a set in PP, and 
suppose that F is computed by N n. Let M be a PP-machine accepting A; that is, 
for every x, x ~ A iff more than half of computation paths of M on input x are 
accepting. Without loss of generality, we may assume the following conditions: 
(1) M's transition function has exactly two possibilities for the next 
configuration from each configuration. 
(2) There exists a polynomial p(-) such that for every input of length m, all 
of M's computation paths have the same length p(m). 
(3) There exists a polynomial l(.) such that for every input of length n, all 
queries made by N have the same length l(n). 
(4) There exists a polynomial q(.) such that for every input of length n, the 
number of queries made by N during the computation is q(n). Note that the poly- 
nomial q(.) is independent of the oracle set used. We further make a stronger 
assumption. We assume that for all configurations I of N on an input and some 
integer m ~> 0, N makes exactly m queries to any oracle set during the computation 
from I until a halting configuration. These assumptions are possible because we 
may include in all configurations the number of queries made by N so far. 
We encode each computation of M into a binary string in the usual manner. By 
assumption (1) above, all the strings encoding computation paths of M on an input 
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of length n are assumed to have the same length p(n). Below, we identify a com- 
putation path of M with the string encoding it. Under this setting, we define a 
metric TM lq that simulates N on a given input x from a given configuration until 
a halting configuration. Let n be the length ofx.  Let I be a configuration of N on 
x such that for some m >~ 1, N A makes exactly m queries to the oracle set during 
the computation from I to a halting configuration. Note that, by our assumption 
(4) above, this value m can be obtained easily from the content o f / .  Then, Iq 
executes the following step one after another for i = 1, 2, ..., m: 
Step i. (a) lq simulates N from I until the time that a query configuration 
occurs. Let Yi be a query string made by N at this time. 
(b) lq guesses an oracle answer a;, either 0 ("no") or 1 ("yes"), to the query 
string y,, and guesses a (full) computation wi of M on input y. 
(c) According to each case below, Iq operates as follows: 
Case 1 (If a~= 0 and w~ is rejecting). Iq  sets I to the no configuration 
corresponding to the query configuration above and proceeds to (d) below. 
Case 2 (If ai = 1 and w~ is accepting). N sets I to the yes configuration 
corresponding to the query configuration above and proceeds to (d). 
Otherwise. Iq outputs 2 t~) and halts (for the definition of t(.), see below). 
(d) If i<m,  then lq proceeds to Step i+1;  otherwise, Iq outputs 
a~ w ~ a 2 w2 ... am Wm and halts. 
In the above, we define t(-) to be a polynomial such that for every input x of 
length n, 2 t("~ is greater than all binary numbers written in (d) above. Obviously, 
such a polynomial exists; we may define t(.), for example, by t (n )=q(n) .  
(p(l(n)) + 1)+ 1. Then, we show the following claim. 
CLAIM. Suppose that N A on input x o f  length n makes m >1 1 queries to the oracle 
set during its computation f rom a configuration I until a halting configuration and 
suppose that a~ w 1 a2 w2""am Wm is the kx, m th binary number in all outputs written by 
given x and I, where 
rn - -1  
kx.m = 1 +2 p~l(~))-I • ~ 2 p(l(n))'i. 
i=0 
Then, a l . . .a  m specifies the correct oracle answers to the queries made by N ~ on x. 
Proof  o f  Claim. We prove the claim by induction on m. Consider the case 
m = 1. Let y be the query string made by N A on  input x in this case. We first note 
that 2 p(z(")) different numbers are written in (d) of lq, each of which corresponds to 
a possible computation path of M on input y and all of which are smaller than 2 '("). 
Hence, the kx, ath binary number is in fact a binary number written in (d). Assume 
y ¢ A. Then there exist more than 2 p(l(n)) 1 rejecting computation paths of M on 
input y. Hence, we see that lq outputs more than 2 p(t(n))- 1 binary numbers of the 
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form 0w, and hence, the kx, lth binary number is of this form. Similarly, we can see 
that if yeA,  then the kx.lth binary number is of the form lw. Thus we have the 
claim for this case. 
For the induction step, we assume that for all l with 1 ~< l < m we have the claim, 
and we assume that N A on input x makes m queries during the computation from 
I until a halting configuration. By a similar argument above, we see that the 
(2P(t(n))-i + 1)th binary number in all numbers made in Step 1 of lq on inputs x 
and I includes the correct oracle answer to the first query made by N A on input x. 
Let al wl be that binary number. Let J be either a yes configuration or a no con- 
figuration that is reached by N A after making the first query to the oracle set. By 
induction hypothesis, we have that the kx, m - 1 th binary number, say a2w2" 'amWm, 
in all numbers written by lq on inputs x and J includes the correct oracle answers 
to the query strings made by N A on input x during the computation from J until 
a halting configuration. We estimate the number of all binary numbers written by 
Iq on inputs x and I, which are less than or equal to atwl . . .amW m. We can easily 
see that each binary number made in Step 1 is followed by 2 (m-1)p(t(n)) binary 
numbers made in Step 2 through Step m., Thus, alwl  ""amwm is the (2 p(t(n))-I 
2 (m-1)p(l(n))+k . . . .  1) =kx, mth binary number in all outputs by lq on inputs x 
and L Thus we have the claim. | 
We define the desired metric TM iq I to be the machine that simulates iq on 
inputs x and the initial configuration of N. Then we have from the caim that for 
all x of length n, KthValuesl(x, kx.q(n)) includes the correct oracle answers to all 
queries made by N A on input x. Using the correct oracle answers, we can compute 
F(x) in time polynomial in n. This implies the lemma. | 
LEMMA 3.4. For a metric TMlq  t, there exists a metric TMI¢~2 such that 
KthValues,.~l_T-<Pv mids2. 
Proof  Let t(.) be a polynomial that is a strict upper bound on the length of 
outputs of lq. We define a metric TM lq 2 working on input x # k as follows: 
(Phase 1) lq 2 nondeterministically chooses one of Phases 2, 3, and 4 below 
(Phase 2) lq 2 nondeterministically chooses one of (a) and (b) below. 
(a) It simulates lql on input x. 
(b) It guesses a binary number j such that 0 ~<j < 2 t(IxL). If j < 2 t(Ixl)- k -1 ,  
then it outputs 2 '(Ixl) + j; otherwise, it outputs 2 (t(lxl)+ t. 
(Phase3) N2 simulates lq 1 on input x. When lq~ outputs j, lq2 outputs 
2 t(Ixl) +2 -l-j. 
(Phase 4) iq z guesses a binary number j such that 0 ~<j< 2 tllxl)+ t. I f j  < 2 '(1~1) +
k - 1, then it outputs 2 t(Ixl) + 3 -t- j ;  otherwise, it outputs 2 t(lxl) + 4. 
For each i--- 2, 3, 4, we denote by Out~2(x) the set of binary numbers written in 
the Phase i of lq 2 on input x. Then it is easy to see that IIOut~z(x)ll = 2t( Ix l ) -k+ 
IIOutsl(X)l[, IIOut~(x)ll = tlOut~,(x)tl, and IIOut~(x)[I = 2 '(Ixt) +k. Furthermore, it 
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is easy to see that i< j< l  for every i~Out~2(x ), jEOut~2(x), and l~Out~2(x ). 
Denoting by m the kth number in Outs~(x), it follows from these observations that 
m + 2 t~lxf)+2 is the median in Outs2(x ). This implies KthValuesl ~<PF_ T mid~ 2. | 
By using the same technique, we show the characterizations of P(#P) .  
THEOREM 3.5. For all sets L, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) L is in P(#P) .  
(2) There exist a metric TM N1 and a polynomial-time computable function f
f rom strings to natural numbers uch that for  every x, x ~ L i f f  KthValue~l(x, f (x ) )  
is odd. 
(3) There exists a metric TM~2 such that for  every x, x6L  /ffmid~E(X ) is 
odd. 
Proof. It is immediate from Theorem 3.2 that each of (2) and (3) implies (1). 
Thus we prove that (1) implies (2) and (3). Since the proof is almost the same as 
Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4, we give a sketch of the proof. Let N be a polynomial- 
time bounded DOTM that accepts L relative to a set A in PP. To define N1 desired 
in (2) above, we first modify N in Lemma 3.3 by replacing (d) of the machine 
definition by the following: 
(d) If i<m,  then N proceeds to Step i+1. Otherwise, N simulates N on 
input x according to the oracle answers a laE . . .a  m. If N enters an accepting state, 
then N outputs a~ Wl"' 'amWm 1; otherwise, it outputs al w l . . .  am WmO. 
Then N1 is defined as in Lemma 3.3. Next we define the metric TM ]q2 in the same 
way as in Lemma 3.4. Then, it is not difficult to see, from the arguments in the pre- 
vious lemmas, that for every string x of length n, x ~ L iff kthValue~(x, kx, q(n) is 
odd iff mid~(x) is odd. Thus (1) implies (2) and (3). | 
4. COMPLETE PROBLEMS FOR PF(#P)  AND P(#P)  
In this section, we first show some natural complete problems for PF( # P) under 
~<lPV_T-reducibility. After that, we will observe that their corresponding decision 
problems are ~<Pm-complete for P (# P). 
LEMMA 4.1. The following problems are <.~v_T-complete for  PF(#P) .  
• LEXICAL Kth SAT (KthSAT) 
Input. A boolean formula ¢P(xl, x2 ..... Xn) in CNF and a natural number k. 
Output. The lexicographically kth satisfying assignment x l x2 . . . x ,  ~ {0, 1 )n 
of~o. 
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• LEXICAL MIDDLE SAT (MIDSAT) 
Input. A boolean formula ~o(xl, x 2 . . . . .  Xn). 
Output. The lexicographically middle satisfying assignment x~x2. . .xn~ 
{O, 1}n of q~. 
Proof It is easy to see that both functions are in PF(#P) .  To prove the hard- 
ness of both functions for PF(#P) ,  let F be a function in PF(#P) .  Then, from 
Lemma 3.3, we have a metric TM iq such that F is ~<~F_T-reducible to KthValues. 
By using Cook's theorem [Coo71], we can construct, given an input x to iq, a 
boolean formula ~ox(m, w) in CNF, such that for every assignment mw to the 
variables of ~ox, ~p~(m, w) is true if and only if w specifies a computation path of iq 
with output m. Note that for every output m ~ Outs(x), the computation path that 
writes m is uniquely determined. Hence, for all integers k >/1, mw is the kth satisfy- 
ing assignment of q~ if and only if m is the kth number in Outs(x). From this, we 
can construct a ~<~V_T-reduction of F to KthSAT. The proof of the ~<~V_T-hardness 
of MIDSAT for PF (#P)  is quite similar and is left to the reader. | 
THEOREM 4.2. The following problems are <<. ~v T'c°mplete for PF( # P). 
• LEXICAL Kth 3SAT (Kth3SAT) 
Input. A boolean formula ~o(xl, x2 ..... xn) in 3CNF and a positive integer k. 
Output. The lexicographically kth satisfying assignment xl x2 . . .x ,  E {0, 1 }n 
of~o. 
• LEXICAL Kth HAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT (KthHC) 
Input. An undirected graph G = ( V, E) and a positive integer k. 
Output. The lexicographically kth Hamiltonian circuit of G, where we 
assume that a linear ordering on E is given, and for all subsets El, E2 of E, 
E1 is greater than E 2 / f  either E1 is a proper subset of E2 or the smallest 
edge in E1-  E2 is greater than the smallest edge in E2-  El. 
• Kth SIMPLE CIRCUIT (KthSC) 
Input. An undirected graph G with integer edge weights and a positive 
integer k. 
Output. The simple circuit of the kth cost among all simple circuits in G, 
where a simple circuit is a circuit that does not pass through a vertex more 
than once and the cost of a circuit is the sum of all the weights appearing 
in the circuit. 
• Kth SHORTEST PATH (KthSP) 
Input. An undirected graph G with edge weights, two different vertices of the 
graph, and a positive integer k. 
Output. The kth shortest simple path between the vertices in G. 
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• Kth LARGEST SUBSET (KthLS) 
Input. A finite set S of positive integers, and positive integers B and k. 
Output. The kth largest subset X of S such that Z i~ x i <~ B, where all subsets 
of S are ordered by the sum of all elements in the subsets. 
Remark. The problems KthSC and KthSP are investigated in [JM78], and a 
variation of KthLS is investigated in [-JK78]. The decision problems corresponding 
to all of them are shown to be NP-hard, but their exact complexity were not known 
up to date. 
Proof By the same argument as in Theorem 3.2, we easily see that all functions 
above are in PF(#P).  Hence we prove their ~<~v_~-hardness for PF(#P).  All of 
those proofs except for one case are done in the same way which is intuitively 
described as follows. To reduce one problem P1 to the other problem P2, we 
construct a polynomial-time computable function f from instances of P1 to those of 
P2 that satisfies the following conditions: for all instances x of Pa, 
(1) there is a one-to-one mapping x between all solutions of x and those 
off(x), 
(2) for two different solutions yl and Y2 for x, Yl is greater than Y2 under the 
linear ordering implicit in the problem definition of P1 if and only if gx(Yl) is 
greater than gx(Y2) under the linear ordering implicit in the problem definition of 
P2, and 
(3) given a solution y for f(x), its corresponding solution g~l(y)  can be 
computed in time polynomial in Ix[ + lYr. 
When we could construct such a polynomial-time computable function, we easily 
see that we can perform a ~<PF_T-reduction of P1 to P2. Such constructions have 
already been done by Simon [Sim77], Valiant [Va179a, Va179b], Krentel [Kre88], 
and by Miyano [Miy88]. Although they did not care about the conditions (2) and 
(3) above, their constructions satisfy these conditions, and in fact, so do the 
constructions in most of the known NP-hardness proofs. Since our constructions 
needed in this proof are straightforward translations or slight modifications of the 
known constructions, we only give sketches of our constructions and leave the 
details to the reader. 
• Kth3SAT. The ~<~v_T-reduction of KthSAT to this problem is a slight 
modification of the well-known polynomial-time many-one reduction of the 
Satisfiability Problem (SAT for short) to 3CNF-SAT (e.g., refer to [GJ79]). We 
leave this to the reader. 
• KthHC. We reduce KthSAT to this problem. In this proof, we use the reduc- 
tion of 3CNF-SAT to the Hamiltonian Circuit Problem described in the book of 
Papadimitriou and Steigliz [PS82]. Since the details of the reduction require a long 
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The clause-gadget corresponding to a clause. 
explanation, we refer to the book and show the difference between their reduction 
and our reduction. 
Given a 3CNF boolean formula q~ with the variables xl, x2 ..... xn, we are 
required to construct a graph G so that there is a Hamiltonian circuit on G corre- 
sponding to each satisfying assignment of q~ and the correspondence is one-to-one; 
in their reduction a satisfying assignment of q~ corresponds to several Hamiltonian 
circuits. This is because a Hamiltonian circuit may pass through all nodes of a 
clause-gadget in several different ways, where a clause-gadget is a material in G for 
checking whether the corresponding clause is true under a given assignment. Hence, 
to obtain the one-to-one correspondence, we may use clause-gadgets different from 
theirs; other materials are the same as theirs. We describe our clause-gadget in
Fig. 1. As in the clause-gadghet of the book, each edge of el, e2, and e3 corresponds 
to each literal in the corresponding clause in q) and is connected to variable-gadgets 
using the alternative-gadgets. The nodes u and v are connected to other clause- 
gadgets as in the book. Given an assignment to the variables of cp, if the literal 
corresponding to ei is false under the assignment, then all Hamiltonian circuits 
must pass through the edge; otherwise, any Hamiltonian circuit cannot pass 
through the edge. Furthermore, we can see that if the clause corresponding to the 
clause-gadget is true under the assignment, hen all Hamiltonian circuits can pass 
through all nodes of the gadget in only one way (if the clause is not true, there can 
be no path that passes through all nodes in the gadget exactly once). From this, we 
can have the one-to-one correspondence b tween all satisfying assignments for ~0 
and all Hamiltonian circuits in G. Only a remaining construction i  our reduction 
is used to introduce a linear order on all the edges in G that satisfies the condition 
(2) mentioned at the top of the proof. It is not so difficult and, hence, is left to the 
reader. 
• KthSC. We reduce KthHC to this problem by using an idea due to Valiant 
[Va179b]. Given a graph G with n nodes, we construct a graph H by replacing each 
edge e = (u, v) by an undirected graph He = (Ire, Ee) defined as 
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Ve= {u, v, [e ;n+ 11} w {[e;i], [e; i , j ]  I O•i<n and 1 <~j<~n}, 
E~= {(u, [e;01), ( [e ;n+ 11], v)} w {([e; i] ,  [e ; i , j ] )  [O<~i<~n a d 1 <j<~n} 
w {([e; i , j ] ,  [e ; i+ 11) [ O<~i<~n a d 1 <~j<~n}. 
In this graph H, all simple circuits can be partitioned into two groups; one group 
consists of all simple circuits that pass through a vertex having originally belonged 
to G and the other consists of all the remaining simple circuits. Below, we denote 
by CIR~H and CIR~ the first group and the second group. By the construction of 
H, we can easily see that a simple circuit C of length l~> 1 in G naturally 
corresponds to n l("+ 1) simple circuits in CIR, ,  where by the length we mean the 
number of edges on the circuit. We denote by CIR~/(C) the set of simple circuits 
in CIR~ corresponding to C. Then, we assign a suitable positive integer weight o 
each edge so that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) For all C1 ECIR1H and all C2~CIR2H, the cost of C1 is greater than the 
cost of C2. This can be accomplished by assigning to edges (u, [e; 0] ) in all He 
a larger weight than all the weights of the remaining edges. (Note that all simple 
circuits in CIR,/never pass through the above edges.) 
(2) For all two different simple circuits C1 and C2 in G, C1 is lexicographi- 
cally smaller than C2 if and only if all the circuits in CIRI(C1) have weights maller 
than those weights of all the circuits in CIR~H(C2). This can be accomplished by 
assigning a suitable weight to each (u, [e; 01 ) in fire's so that the linear order on 
the edges of G is preserved by the assignment. 
We leave the details to the reader. 
Given a positive integer k which is a part of the instance for KthHC, we define 
a positive integer kH by kH = (k+ 1) n n(n+~). Then we can observe that the kHth in 
all the simple circuits in H is in CIR~/(C), where C denotes the kth Hamiltonian 
circuit in G. To see the observation, we only note the following facts which follow 
from the definition of H: 
(1) The number of all simple circuits in CIR~ corresponding to all simple 
n- -1  circuits in G of length less than n is at most Zi= l (~)" i! • n i(n + 1) ~< n ! - n (n- 1)(. + ~) 
(2) The number of all circuits in CIR 2 is ]lEll- n. (~)~< n 5. (Note that all such 
simple circuits can never go out from some He.) 
(3) For all n~>3, the sum of the numbers in (1) and (2) above is less than 
n.(.+ 1), the number of simple circuits in CIR,(C), where C is a Hamiltonian circuit 
in G. 
We easily see that a Hamiltonian circuit C in G can be computed back from any 
circuits in CIR,(C). These observations give us a ~<lPV_T-reduction of KthHC to 
KthSC. 
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• KthSP. When we consider Hamiltonian paths between two specified vertices 
instead of Hamiltonian circuits in KthHC, we see easily that the modified problem 
is also PF( # P)-complete. Then, as in the last reduction, we can perform a reduc- 
tion of this modified problem to KthSP. The details are left to the reader. 
• KthLS. A slight modification of Krentel's reduction of MAXIMUM 3SAT to 
KNAPSACK in [Kre88] gives us a ~<PV_T-reduction f Kth3SAT to KthLS. | 
Remark. For all of the weighted problems above, when we are required to com- 
pute the kth cost instead of finding the kth solution, we can show that the modified 
problems are PF(#P)-complete,  by including the information about the solutions 
into the integer weights used. Thus, for all the problems, computing the kth cost 
is as hard as finding the kth solution. For all weighted problems below, we also 
have the same observations although we will not mention them explicitly. 
THEOREM 4.3. The following problems are <~ v_ T-complete for PF( # P): 
• LEXICAL MIDDLE 3SAT 
Input. A boolean formula q~(x~, x2, ..., x~) in 3CNF. 
Output. The lexicographically middle satisfying assignment XlX2...xn~ 
{0, 1)" ofq~. 
• LEXICAL MIDDLE HAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT 
Input. An undirected graph G = (V, E). 
Output. The lexicographically middle Hamiltonian circuit of G. 
• MIDDLE SIMPLE CIRCUIT 
Input. An undirected graph G with integer edge weights. 
Output. The simple circuit of the middle cost among all simple circuits in the 
graph. 
• MIDDLE SHORTEST SIMPLE PATH 
Input. An undirected graph G with integer edge weights and two different 
vertices. 
Output. The simple path of the middle cost among all simple paths in the 
graph. 
• MIDDLE SUBSET 
Input. A finite set S of positive integers and positive integers B and C. 
Output. The subset of S of the middle cost among all subsets X such that 
B<~ ~ i~C. 
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Proof. We can easily show that all problems above are in PF (#P) .  The same 
reductions as in Theorem 4.2 prove the ~<PFT-hardness of these problems for 
PE(#P) .  | 
We show that some decision problems corresponding to the ones above are 
~<Pm-COmplete for P (#P) .  The ~<Pm-Completeness proofs are almost the same as the 
above proofs. Hence we omit and leave them to the reader. 
THEOREM 4.4. The following decision problems are <~ -complete for P( # P): 
• LEXICAL MIDDLE 3SAT 
Input. A boolean formula ~0(Xl, x2 .... , x~) in 3CNF. 
Question. Is Xn = 1 in the lexicographically middle satisfying assignment 
XlX2"' 'Xne {0, 1} n of q)? 
• LEXICAL MIDDLE HAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT 
Input. An undirected graph G = ( V, E) and an edge e. 
Question. Does the lexicographically middle Hamiltonian circuit of G 
contain e ? 
• LEXICAL MIDDLE SIMPLE PATH 
Input. An undirected graph G and an edge e. 
Question. Does the lexicographically middle simple path of G contain e? 
• MIDDLE SIMPLE CIRCUIT 
Input. An undirected graph G with integer edge weight. 
Question. Is the median among all the costs of simple circuits in G odd? 
• MIDDLE SIMPLE PATH 
Input. An undirected graph G with integer edge weight and two vertices. 
Question. Is the median among all the costs of simples paths in G between 
the vertices odd? 
• MIDDLE SUBSET 
Input. A finite set S of positive integers, and positive integers B and C. 
Question. Is the median odd which is the median among the sums of integers 
of all subsets X of S such that B<<.Y,i~xi<<, C. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper, we showed simple characterizations of PF (#P)  and P (#P)  by 
using the notion of metric TMs, For a further question related to this work, we are 
interested in finding some good characterization of P (#P[1] ) ,  the class of sets 
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accepted by polynomial - t ime bounded function-oracle machines using #P 
functions at most once as oracles. Considering that some recent results on #P 
have dealt with P (#P[1] )  rather than P (#P) ,  this class should be studied. For  
example, does P (# P[1  ])  have natural  ~<Vm-complete problems? Is it the case that 
P( # P)  = P( # P [ 1 ])? Lane Hemachandra  observed that from Theorem 3.2 we have 
P (MidP)=P(MidP[ l J ) .  Thus, if one could show that M idP  is polynomial - t ime 
one-Turing reducible to # P, then we would have P( # P )= P( # P[1  ]). It would be 
possible to find an oracle set that separates P (#P)  from P(#P[1] ) .  
Some research related to the present work has been done recently. Ogiwara and 
Hemachandra  [OH91]  examined some closure propert ies of MidP,  and they 
observed that M idP  is part i t ioned into two subclasses, each of which has different 
propert ies from the other. Ogiwara [Og i9 l J  shows character izat ion results of 
P (C=P) .  It should be cont inued to find character izat ion results for other classes of 
the form P(.) .  
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